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1. Attendance

President David Hamilton (New Zealand)
1st Vice President Konrad Geissler (Germany)
2nd Vice President Irina Groushina (Russia)
Secretary Wolfgang Perplies (Germany)

2. Urgent decisions to be taken

a) The Bureau accepted unanimously Swiss crew Wüthrich/Arbenz according regulations of Sporting Code General Part para 3.2.1 as FAI applicants. The crew was issued a FAI Sporting Licence by Swiss NAC, but Swiss Helicopter Federation rejected their inclusion into Swiss delegation, because their application was not received within prescribed time limit.

b) On the application of 2nd Vice President the Bureau accepted Tamara Amelkina from Russia as a full FAI Judge as well as Tatyana Korniyets and Aleksander Skrinnikov from Ukraine and Vladimir Striennok from Belarus to act as Assistant Judges within the board of judges.

3. Situation of next WHC in Russia

2nd Vice President reported about the planning stage:
Planning is now concentrated to 2010 in order not to come into conflict with WAG 2011, if held in Russia.
The venue will be changed from Kaliningrad to Moscow region (Drakino – 90 km south of the capital). The final permission and organizational matters must be clarified on local Government level. The decision will be forwarded as soon as possible.
If there will be a negative decision for 2010, WHC must be shifted to 2012 or held in the year of WAG.
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